
ENGAGE 

 

 

 

INSPIRE 

(A key part of healthy group life is to make sure your group gets to know each other and builds good relationships. The purpose of 

these first questions is to help your group open up. Please don’t feel like you have to ask each question. Once you feel like the 

group is ready, move onto the “Inspire” section.) 

 When was a time you were anxious?  What was it like?  What feelings did you have? 

Prayer:  Take some time to pray for God to speak to your group through this week’s study. 

(Each question has a lot to unpack. Since the group may need time to process each question, don’t let silence scare you. Try to 

avoid filling the space with unnecessary explanation or moving on from the question too quickly.) 

 

1. What is one thing you learned from this week’s sermon?  

2. How would you define anxiety?  What emotions are involved in anxiety?  

3. What are some of the things you worry about the most?  Does it hurt to worry?  Does it help? 

4. What are the signs that you are worrying too much? 

5. Can you think of a few Bible characters who experienced anxiety?  Which can you relate to the most? 

6. Some people believe that worrying or experiencing anxiety shows a lack of faith.  Would you agree or dis-

agree? 

7. Read Matthew 6:25-34.   What can we do to counteract anxiety in order to concentrate on the kingdom? 

8. Review 1 Kings 18 - 19. 

God responded to Elijah by: 1)  Feeding him—take care of you body. 

    2)  Calling him to His purpose—live a purpose-driven life. 

    3)  Sending Elisha to help him—be in community. 

Which of these three needs to be strengthened the most in your life? 



EQUIP 

 

Application: 

(These questions will challenge your group members to apply the study to their daily lives. How can they live out what they take in? It is highly important that you 

go over this section with your group each week for the group study to be a success.) 

 

To those who love someone who suffers from Anxiety and Depression: 

 Listen, even though you may not understand. 

 Love them. Let them know and show them that you love them. 

 Encourage them to seek help.  Then walk alongside of them. 

 Seek help yourself.  Loving and helping others with anxiety is difficult. 

 Prayer with them. 

 

To those who suffer from Anxiety or Depression: 

 Thank those who love you and are patient with you. 

 Admit your problem to God and those who will help. 

 Beware coping mechanisms (eating, alcohol, spending, exercise) that are or can become unhealthy. 

 Focus on God, not your circumstances. 

 

Prayer: 

Take some time to pray over each group member’s identified action steps and life issues. 

 

Equip Your Mind: 

Cast all your anxiety on him, because he cares for you.  

1 Peter 4:7 (NRSV) 


